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NURSERY

THEME: CLIMATE CORNER

Climate refers to the average atmospheric conditions that prevail
in a given region over a long period of time—whether a place is
generally cold and wet or hot and dry. Weather refers to short-
term atmospheric conditions—the temperature and precipitation
on a certain day. A region’s weather patterns, usually tracked for
at least 30yrs are considered its climate. There are different types
of climates they’re summer, winter, cloudy, autumn, and spring.



ART AND CRAFT
MOBILES – Clouds and Flowers

01.03.2023
Crafting helps develop fine motor skills, it boosts counting and pattern
recognition. It teaches shapes and colors. Crafts encourage critical
thinking in children. This activity helps the children to explore and
express their emotions and gives a sense of achievement. Based on the
theme " Climate Corner” children made “clouds and flowers "as mobile.
They enjoyed sticking raindrops on clouds and flowers. It made the
children more imaginative and creative and also helped them to develop
fine motor skills.



NO PLASTIC CARNIVAL
03.03.2023

The culmination event of the No Plastic Project was celebrated as a No
plastic carnival for kindergarteners, as they learned about the harmful
effects of plastic on our environment. Children were taught how to
dispose of waste that could affect our environment and also learn to
know how food waste is decomposed and where they dispose of wet and
dry waste. Children sang and danced to no plastic songs and they
explained the no plastic slogan.



SPECIAL EVENT
SEASONAL FUN DAY  – 06.03.2023

Based on this month’s theme” Seasonal Fun Day” was celebrated. All
children dressed up in seasonal attire. They sang rhymes like ‘Rain rain
go away’ by arranging corners to showcase different seasons like winter,
summer, etc. Teachers explain the difference between hot and cold by
building ice cube towers, morning sun walks for a few minutes with a
cap and sunglasses. During the AV session, teachers showed a video
about the four seasons (summer, winter, spring, and monsoon), including
different clothing, food items, and different things used in various
seasons. Children did the take-home as a flower crown.



GROUP ACTIVITY – 08.03.2023
Children enjoyed doing “Rainbow” based on this month’s theme, by 
sticking glitter papers and fingerprint, sponge print, and sticking creep 
papers on it. Through this activity, they learned the names of the colors, 
and as well as it improves concentration, hand-eye coordination, and fine 
motor skills. 



ART AND CRAFT - DRAWING  
Moon - 09.03.2023

Drawing plays an effective role in arts and crafts and acts as a powerful
way for caregivers to understand the child. Children draw the image of
the moon by joining the dots 1 to 10 in their drawing book, this improves
hand and eye coordination and fine motor skill.



JR.KG

Food is one of the basic necessities of life. Food contains
nutrients—substances essential for the growth, repair, and
maintenance of body tissues and for the regulation of vital
processes. Festivals are a significant part of Indian culture, acting
as a vehicle for the presentation of our values and emotions.
While each community has its own festivals and holidays, all
religious groups are welcome to participate in these celebrations.

THEME: FOOD AND FESTIVAL



ART AND CRAFT
MOBILES – Diya and Rakhi - 01.03.2023
Craft enhances children’s hand-eye coordination and builds levels of

manual dexterity. Working with materials teaches them about colors,
shapes, and textures. Children were very excited to make Diya and
Rakhi using color sheets and glitter cutouts, representing the theme-
Food and festivals. This activity helped the children to know about the
theme better.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
DRAWING – CRACKERS - 02.03.2023

Drawing helps children develop fine motor skills by improving their
hand-eye coordination. Drawing helps children communicate feelings,
ideas, dreams, and wishes. In the drawing, session children used various
patterns like slanting lines, standing lines, and sleeping lines to draw
crackers. Children were excited to play with patterns to draw crackers.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



NO PLASTIC CARNIVAL
03.03.2023

Children celebrated the No plastic carnival in a grand manner. They
went on a rally with posters and banners of “Say no to plastics” and
they gave paper bags in grocery and vegetable shops. Children made
posters on topics like “Plastic free school bag, Plastic free ocean, the
plastic-free animal world, and plastic free birthday party. They also
participated in a rap tune for No Plastic songs. This event helped the
children to avoid plastics in day-to-day life for a better future.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG - B



GROUP ACTIVITY – 06.03.2023
Group activity gives a chance to children to work with a group, it helps
children socialize and communicate with their peer group. It also helps
the children to learn with each other. In a group activity, children pasted
colored papers on the Diya, Christmas tree, Pongal pot, and mosque
which depict the different features of festivals in India. Group activity is
based on the theme ‘Food and Festival’ on healthy and unhealthy food.
By doing this activity children understood clearly to eat more healthy
foods and to avoid junk or unhealthy foods on their plates.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



SPECIAL EVENT
NUTRI DAY  – 07.03.2023

In a Special event, children celebrated Nutri Day. Different fruits were
displayed, and the teachers explained the nutritional value of different
fruits. Children also learned to make a fruit salad with different fruits
and honey. Children enjoyed playing the “pick the healthy food” game
and they danced to a fruit song. This activity enhanced the healthy eating
habit in children. JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY 

Healthy Pizza-08.03.2023
Scrapbook activities involve lots of physical components like arranging,
applying glue, layering, attaching things to each other, and each of these
requires slightly different hand movements, utilizing the same muscles
they will need to control when they learn to write. In the scrapbook
activity, children made healthy pizza by sticking orange, green, and red
paper cutouts representing different vegetables like carrots, capsicum,
and tomatoes. JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



GENERAL CLASS
TASTE AND FIND DIFFERENT FOOD – 08.03.2023

Through General class, children get an opportunity to learn from their
peer group. The general class helps the children to enhance
communication and socialization. In General class, children tasted
different food like lemon juice, diamond sugar, salt, honey, and sugar
and found out what food is and how it tastes. This activity helped the
children to understand the concept of Sweet and sour.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B



JR.KG

THEME: RAINBOW MAGIC
A rainbow is an optical phenomenon that can occur under certain
meteorological conditions. It is caused by the reflection and
dispersion of light in water droplets resulting in an effect similar
to a spectrum of light appearing in the sky. It takes the form of a
multi-colored circular arc. In this theme, Children learned to
identify colors by doing fun activities and games and they learned
about shapes too.



ART AND CRAFT
FIRST-DAY TAKE-HOME ACTIVITY 

All about me spinner-27.03.2023

JR.KG - A

Our first-day activity, a special take-home project, was designed to help
our students settle into their new environment and feel at ease in their
new surroundings. The excitement and enthusiasm on the faces of our
students were a testament to the fact that they are eager to learn and
explore. The first-day take-home activity helped the teacher and the
students have a small conversation. Kids loved to share their favorites.



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



GROUP ACTIVITY – 28.03.2023
Children learn from each other and function as a team by participating
in a group activity. They also learn how to be a part of a team and
therefore develop social skills. Teamwork promotes problem-solving
skills to achieve a common goal. Children stuck the colored paper on
circles, squares, and triangles. Children imprinted their fingers on the
rainbow image, and they did a paper collage on the color wheel.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
SELF INTRODUCTION - 31.03.2023

In the personality development, session children learned about self-
introduction. They learned how to introduce themselves in a way that is
appropriate and makes people like and remember them. The teacher
taught children how to introduce themselves to others. Speaking about
myself develops children’s confidence when meeting people in a new
environment. It provides them with more opportunities to make new
friends. Children were able to say their names and say their favorites
with guidance.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT
MOBILES – Shape Fish - 03.04.2023

Craft enhances children’s hand-eye coordination and builds levels of
manual dexterity. Mobile making is a fun activity. Children enjoy this, as
the mobiles they make will be hung in the classrooms for that particular
month. This month children made a fish mobile using different 2D
shapes. This activity is focused on developing fine motor skills.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



SPECIAL EVENT
JAZZY COLOURS AND SHAPES DAY  – 05.04.2023

The day's objective was to introduce the children to various shapes,
colors, and patterns through exciting activities. Our students danced to a
lively shapes and colors song, displaying their moves and creativity. They
also played a fun sorting game, where they had to identify and match
different colors using a ball. These activities were designed to encourage
the children to develop an appreciation for art, patterns, and colors
while fostering their cognitive and motor skills.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT
DRAWING – HOUSE - 06.04.2023

Drawing is an excellent activity for kids to improve their hand-eye
coordination and enhance their creativity as well. Based on the month’s
theme rainbow magic kids drew houses with basic patterns and shapes
like standing lines, sleeping line circles triangles, squares, and rectangles.
Drawing a house is so much related to the kids’ emotions. The children
drew a house with crayons. Few decorated it with a pond or tree. This
activity develops their imagination.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



ART AND CRAFT
SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY 
ROCKET-10.04.2023

Scrapbook activities hone children’s creative skills and let them be more
imaginative. Using different 2d shapes children did a rocket in the
scrapbook. Scrapbook activity indulges creativity, motor skills, and
social skills in children. As they learned about shapes this month this
activity was a reinforcement of the same concept.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



GENERAL CLASS
IDENTIFY HARD AND SOFT OBJECTS – 11.04.2023

The general class helps children to learn things in small groups. They get
to interact and socialize with others. In general class, children learned
the concept of Hard and soft. They touched and felt various objects like
keys, cars, Teddy bears, smiley balls, fruit, Ducks, and beach balls. This
activity helped the children to learn which are the hard and soft objects.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



SKILL DEVELOPMENT
SPIDER WEB WALK AND CRAWL - 11.04.2023

Skill development helps build a strong foundation for students at the
school level. It helps build self-esteem and confidence. Children played
the web walked along holla hoops and pass through on hoola hoops. It
develops problem-solving skills and strengthens their leg and hand
muscles and also improves hand and eye coordination.



JR.KG - C



TAMIL NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
12.04.2023

Tamil New Year‘s Day is celebrated on the first day of the Tamil
calendar’s first month ‘Chithirai’. Children were given information
regarding wearing new dresses, tying thoranam outside the main door of
the house, making different sweets and dishes, etc. All KG children
celebrated together by dancing and speaking about Tamil New Year’s
Day. Then in the class, they made a take-home activity- ‘Thoranam’.

JR.KG - A



JR.KG - B

JR.KG - C



SR.KG

THEME: TALES AND FABLES
The theme was tales and fables. The children were taught about
the difference between tales and fables. The stories based on
magic and wonders are Tales and the story of morals and the
story where animals speak are Fables. The story of the
Gingerbread man, Elves and the shoemaker, and The little red
hen were the story introduced for this month. This theme is a self-
grooming topic for the students, this enables the children to
develop their vocabulary by creating their story under the
activity of Spin a Story.



NO PLASTIC CARNIVAL
03.03.2023

The harmful chemical released from plastic products can cause serious
risks to humans and the environment. When waste is not properly
managed, it finds its way into the air, water, and soil. This was insisted on
by a rally, skit, dance, and mime by the students of KG. It was an
informative event. The children understood the concept of the
harmfulness of plastic.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
DRAWING – GINGERBREAD MAN -

06.03.2023
Based on the theme of Tales and Fables the gingerbread man image was
drawn in the drawing book. This develops eye and hand coordination
and focused skill. The work of the children was very neat. The children
enjoyed drawing the gingerbread man.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT – MOBILES
Red Hen and Magic Wand - 06.03.2023

Based on the story The Little Red Hen – ‘A red Hen’ craft was made by
the children. A star-image magic wand was made by the children for the
story ‘Elves and the Shoe Maker’. The children enjoyed doing the
activity. This develops eye and hand coordination and focused skill.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SPECIAL EVENT
FAMED FABLE DAY  – 08.03.2023

Based on the theme Tales and Fables, a Famed Fable day was organized,
where the children came dressed up as Fairies and Cinderella. Children
dressed up as Fox, Lions, and Hares to represent the Fables’ Stories.
They introduced themselves and said a few lines about the story. The
children enjoyed watching the puppet show. Children enjoyed playing
the games like fixing the eyes, mouth, and buttons on the template of
gingerbread man.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY 

Gingerbread Man-08.03.2023
The Gingerbread man’s template was cut and given to the children. They
have to fix the eyes, mouth, bow, and buttons. The children were given
the cut-outs of the above and all were able to fix them in their respective
places. They enjoyed doing the activity.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GROUP ACTIVITY – 09.03.2023
Based on the theme the outline image of the Gingerbread man, Red hen,
and Elves was drawn on the chart. Different color of paper collage was
stuck on the image. The children made the image colorful. This develops
their focus, hand, and eye coordination.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SKILL DEVELOPMENT
PAPER FOLDING–PAPER BOAT -10.03.2023
Skill Development classes help to perform a particular activity in a very
experienced manner can be known as a skill. This activity was done to
develop cognitive skills, and hand and eye coordination skills. They
learned how to fold the paper to make a paper boat. They enjoyed doing
the activity.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GENERAL CLASS
TALES AND FABLES – 10.03.2023

The General class was conducted based on the theme. The children
enacted the story of Elves and the shoemaker and the teacher enacted the
story of the Gingerbread man. Few children were called to create their
own stories. Few children told fable stories. The session was interesting
and the children enjoyed the day.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GRADUATION DAY – 11.03.2023

Graduation day is a time-honored tradition that holds immense
importance in the lives of students. It symbolizes the culmination of their
academic journey and marks the beginning of a new chapter in their
lives. It is a day of celebration, reflection, and gratitude that will be
cherished by graduates for years to come. Junior KG children gave a
farewell dance and standard 1 gave a warm welcome dance. The children
of senior KG were awarded a memento with a certificate. The parents
enjoyed seeing their children grow to the next level. The event was a
grand success. SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SR.KG

THEME: TIDYING UP TIME
The theme for this month was Tidying Up Time, under this
concept the children were taught about how to keep themself
clean, their surroundings clean, and how to keep their classroom
clean. By keeping themselves and their surroundings clean they
have a beautiful bonding with nature, this concept was insisted to
the children. The children were taught the importance of
different color code waste bin management and how to use them
to save nature. The children were made to understand better by
making them do a few activities. The children enjoyed the theme
and understood the topic.



ART AND CRAFT
FIRST-DAY TAKE-HOME ACTIVITY 
Welcome to School-27.03.2023

Art and craft activity improves fine motor skills and enhances children’s
hand-eye coordination and building levels. This back-to-school craft will
excite the children on the first day! Arts and crafts make learning
exciting and help keep students actively engaged. The children were
happy to do the activity.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT – MOBILES
Rocket and Pen Stand - 28.03.2023

Art and craft give kids a sense of pride in their work builds confidence
and enhance their fine motor skills. The children were taught how to fix
a rocket and a rabbit pen stand. The children enjoyed doing the activity.
This develops eye and hand coordination and focused skill.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
DRAWING – TOOTH BRUSH - 29.03.2023

Based on the theme the children were taught how to keep themself clean
and tidy. Brushing our teeth is very important, if our mouth is clean our
whole body will be clean. The children were made to draw a toothbrush
and paste to show them the importance of brushing. This activity
develops their hand and eye coordination. The children enjoyed drawing.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



ART AND CRAFT
SCRAPBOOK ACTIVITY - 03.04.2023

COLOUR CODE BIN – WASTE MANAGEMENT

SR.KG - A

The importance of the color code bin was explained to the children. This
will help them to maintain their environment’s cleanliness. The children
understood the concept. The same color code bin craft was done in the
scrapbook. This activity develops their hand and eye coordination. The
children enjoyed this activity.



SR.KG - B



SKILL DEVELOPMENT
SPIDER WEB WALK AND CRAWL - 03.04.2023

Skill-based learning is an approach to education that emphasizes
developing practical skills and competencies that apply to real-world
situations rather than just acquiring knowledge. The children were made
to do a spider web walk with the ball. They were balancing the ball while
walking within the hula-hoop. The next activity is to crawl and pass
through the hula-hoop. These activities develop their fine and gross
motor skill. The children enjoyed playing this game.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
SELF INTRODUCTION - 05.04.2023

In the personality development, session children learned about self-
introduction. They learned how to introduce themselves in a way that is
appropriate and makes people like and remember them. The teacher
taught children how to introduce themselves to others. Speaking about
myself develops children’s confidence when meeting people in a new
environment. It provides them with more opportunities to make new
friends. Children were able to say their names and say their favorites
with guidance. The children framed simple sentences by saying their
names, their parents’ names, and which school and class they were
studying. SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



SPECIAL EVENT
PERSONAL HYGIENE DAY  – 06.04.2023

We celebrated Personal Hygiene Day, where kids learned about the
importance of personal hygiene, cleanliness, and waste management.
Teachers explained the concept of personal hygiene and the importance
of keeping the surroundings clean, both in the classroom and at home.
The children were taught about the color codes of the bins, where wet
waste goes in green. The students also shared their knowledge of
personal hygiene by speaking a few lines. Additionally, the students
played the game of Germ tag, which helped them understand the
importance of maintaining personal hygiene and staying germ-free.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



GROUP ACTIVITY – 10.04.2023
A group class can also help students develop skills, specific to
collaborative efforts, allowing students to understand in a better way,
and tackle more complex problems than they could on their own,
delegate roles and responsibilities, and share diverse perspectives in the
classroom among peers. Personal hygiene is composed of all the daily
activities that we do like brushing our teeth, bathing, washing our hands,
and changing into clean clothes. As kids start to understand these words,
we can slowly start introducing the concept of keeping a clean body.

SR.KG - A



Under the concept of things can be recycled and things cannot be
recycled, children learned the process of collecting and processing waste
and remanufacturing them into new products. Few materials cannot be
recycled. The children were made to understand the difference between
the materials which can be recycled and which cannot be recycled. The
group activity was based on the concept. First, the children differentiated
the objects and then the activity was done. With plastic bottles flower pot
and a pen, a stand was made and with a waste paper cup sun was made.
Single-use plastic-like covers and single time use food packets were
pinned for the non-reusable side.

SR.KG - B



GENERAL CLASS – 10.04.2023
Magic words are simple words used while interacting with others that
portray good manners and leave everyone with a pleasant feeling. It
shows our sense of responsibility and tells even strangers that we are
well-behaved and groomed. The activity conducted to inculcate the
concept was, the children were asked to pick a magic word and explain
the word by action and the Children learned to use the magic words in
their sentences. Managing dining tables involves setting up your dining
areas, service flows, and hospitality types. Children learned how to use
the dining table without spilling food. The children were taught how to
arrange the dining table.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B



TAMIL NEW YEAR CELEBRATION
12.04.2023

Tamil New Year's Day, also known as Tamil Puthandu, is a major festival
in Tamil Nadu. Tamil New Year's Day is often celebrated to introduce
children to the rich cultural heritage of Tamil Nadu. Children may
participate in activities such as making traditional sweets, decorating
with flowers, and learning about the rituals and customs associated with
the festival. Jr.Kg and Sr kg children danced to Tamil songs and gave
speeches about how the Tamil new year is generally celebrated. As a part
of the event they did thoranam as their take-home and all wished each
other, “Iniya Tamil Puthandu Nalvalthukal”.

SR.KG - A



SR.KG - B
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San Academy Kamakoti Nagar, a renowned kindergarten
school in the city, has reopened its doors for the academic
year 2023-2024. The school resumed its session on 27th
March 2023, following all the necessary COVID-19 safety
protocols to ensure the safety and well-being of its
students.The first day of school was filled with fun
activities for the students. As a part of the welcoming
activity, the children were given a take-home activity to
help them get to know their classmates and teachers
better. The primary children also went on a school tour to
familiarize themselves with the school's various facilities
and classrooms.To encourage teamwork and
collaboration, the students engaged in a passing the ball
game, where they had to introduce themselves while
passing the ball to each other. This helped them break the
ice and get to know their classmates in a fun and engaging
way.Overall, the first day of school at San Academy
Kamakoti Nagar was a huge success, and the students
were excited to be back in the classroom. The school is
committed to providing a safe and nurturing environment
for its students and ensuring that they receive a high-
quality education.









VAAYUSASTRA 
AEROSPACE IIT 
CERTIFICATION



Vaayusastra's innovative approach to education receives
accolades at San Academy Kamakoti NagarSan Academy
Kamakoti Nagar, in association with Vaayusastra Aerospace
Private Limited, recently conducted a 10-day workshop on
aeronautics and aerospace for its students. The workshop,
which combined theatre arts and practical sessions rooted in
aeronautics, helped the students develop their skills in
fundamental science and aeronautics.The students, who
ranged in age from upper primary to secondary school, were
taught basic flying theory, the use of hand tools, and the
principles of aerodynamics. The hands-on workshop was a
unique opportunity for the students to learn about the latest
technology at the right age and time.The success of the
workshop was celebrated at a special event at San Academy
Kamakoti Nagar. The event was attended by Dr. K
Jayaraman, Principal Scientist, Visiting Research Professor,
Tubitak Research Fellow; Mr. Karthikeyan Sundaresan,
Head of Operations at Vaayusastra; and Mrs. Ganga
Natarajan, Principal of San Academy Kamakoti
Nagar.During the event, students were awarded for their
academic achievements, and the Vaayusastra team was
recognized for their innovative approach to education. The
event was a testament to the fact that education is about far
more than what happens within the four walls of the
classroom.







THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 1  AND  2



WORLD HEALTH DAY

World Health Day is a global health awareness
day celebrated every year on 7 April, under the sponsorship of
the World Health Organization (WHO), as well as other related
organizations.

In 1948, the WHO held the First World Health Assembly. The
Assembly decided to celebrate 7 April of each year, with effect
from 1950, as the World Health Day. The World Health Day is
held to mark WHO's founding and is seen as an opportunity by
the organization to draw worldwide attention to a subject of
major importance to global health each year. The WHO
organizes international, regional and local events on the Day
related to a particular theme. World Health Day is
acknowledged by various governments and non-governmental
organizations with interests in public health issues, who also
organize activities and highlight their support in media reports,
such as the Global Health Council



CLASS 1 A



TAMIL NEWYEAR CELEBRATIONS

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar Celebrates Tamil New
Year 2023 with Enthusiasm San Academy Kamakoti
Nagar recently celebrated Tamil New Year 2023 with
great enthusiasm and fervor. The celebration was a
showcase of the rich Tamil culture and tradition, with
students performing various activities to commemorate
the occasion.The event began with students singing a
Tamil song, followed by two mesmerizing dance
performances. The highlight of the event was a Fashion
walk, in which students donned traditional attire and
showcased their culture with pride.The teacher then took
the opportunity to enlighten students about the
significance of Tamil New Year and how it is celebrated in
Tamil Nadu. The students were captivated by the
informative session and gained a deeper understanding of
their culture. "We are proud to celebrate Tamil New Year
and showcase our rich culture and traditions," said
Mrs.Ganga Natarajan - Principal.The event was a
resounding success and was appreciated by all who
attended. San Academy Kamakoti Nagar is committed to
promoting the Tamil culture and tradition and will
continue to celebrate such occasions with pride.



CLASS II A



THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 3 TO 5



TAMIL NEWYEAR CELEBRATIONS

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar Celebrates Tamil New
Year 2023 with Enthusiasm San Academy Kamakoti
Nagar recently celebrated Tamil New Year 2023 with
great enthusiasm and fervor. The celebration was a
showcase of the rich Tamil culture and tradition, with
students performing various activities to commemorate
the occasion.The event began with students singing a
Tamil song, followed by two mesmerizing dance
performances. The highlight of the event was a Fashion
walk, in which students donned traditional attire and
showcased their culture with pride.The teacher then took
the opportunity to enlighten students about the
significance of Tamil New Year and how it is celebrated in
Tamil Nadu. The students were captivated by the
informative session and gained a deeper understanding of
their culture. "We are proud to celebrate Tamil New Year
and showcase our rich culture and traditions," said
Mrs.Ganga Natarajan - Principal.The event was a
resounding success and was appreciated by all who
attended. San Academy Kamakoti Nagar is committed to
promoting the Tamil culture and tradition and will
continue to celebrate such occasions with pride.



CLASS III A





THEMATIC 
ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 6 TO 8



NATIONAL MARITIME DAY

In India, the National Maritime Week begins on March
30 and culminates in the celebration of National
Maritime Day on April 5. This year marks the 60th
anniversary of the event, which aims to recognize
India’s significant contribution to the maritime
industry and its history as a seafaring nation. National
Maritime Day plays a crucial role in promoting
awareness about India’s maritime heritage and current
role in supporting the country’s economy. The day is
an opportunity to express gratitude to the sailors who
work tirelessly at sea, often spending months away
from their families, to ensure the smooth functioning of
the industry.



CLASS VI A







TAMIL NEWYEAR CELEBRATIONS

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar Celebrates Tamil New
Year 2023 with Enthusiasm San Academy Kamakoti
Nagar recently celebrated Tamil New Year 2023 with
great enthusiasm and fervor. The celebration was a
showcase of the rich Tamil culture and tradition, with
students performing various activities to commemorate
the occasion.The event began with students singing a
Tamil song, followed by two mesmerizing dance
performances. The highlight of the event was a Fashion
walk, in which students donned traditional attire and
showcased their culture with pride.The teacher then took
the opportunity to enlighten students about the
significance of Tamil New Year and how it is celebrated in
Tamil Nadu. The students were captivated by the
informative session and gained a deeper understanding of
their culture. "We are proud to celebrate Tamil New Year
and showcase our rich culture and traditions," said
Mrs.Ganga Natarajan - Principal.The event was a
resounding success and was appreciated by all who
attended. San Academy Kamakoti Nagar is committed to
promoting the Tamil culture and tradition and will
continue to celebrate such occasions with pride.



CLASS VI B 









NO BAG DAY

CLASS 1 TO 5



San Academy Kamkoti Nagar Celebrates "No Bag Day"
with Creative Learning Activities On 01.04.2023, San
Academy Kamkoti Nagar celebrated "No Bag Day," a
special event aimed at reducing the burden of heavy school
bags and giving students a chance to learn and explore in
new and creative ways. Throughout the day, students
participated in a variety of engaging activities that
challenged their minds and fostered their creativity.The day
kicked off with an entertaining puppet show put on by the
school's talented drama club. Using humor and storytelling,
the puppet show taught students about important topics like
the environment and healthy habits. The show was a hit with
both students and teachers, and set the tone for a fun and
engaging day of learning.Other activities included leaf art,
dictionary word searches, hangman games, free play, and
outdoor games. Students used natural materials like leaves
and twigs to create beautiful pieces of art, challenged their
vocabulary with a tricky word search, and sharpened their
critical thinking and problem-solving skills with the popular
game of Hangman. They also enjoyed some unstructured
time to socialize and play together, helping them build
relationships and develop their creativity.According to the
School Principal Ms. Ganga Natarajan, “No Bag Day”was a
great success.



"We wanted to give our students a break from the usual
routine of lugging around heavy school bags," she said.
"By creating a fun and engaging learning environment,
we were able to spark their curiosity and inspire their
imaginations. We believe that this kind of approach to
education is what truly prepares our students for
success in the world."The event also received positive
feedback from parents, who appreciated the school's
commitment to innovative and meaningful education.
"I'm so glad that my child is able to attend a school that
values creativity and fun as much as academic
achievement," said one parent. "No Bag Day was a
great example of how San Academy Kamkoti Nagar is
leading the way in innovative education."At San
Academy Kamkoti Nagar, we believe that learning
should be an enjoyable and meaningful experience for
all students. By celebrating No Bag Day and other
events like it, we're committed to providing our students
with the tools, resources, and support they need to
thrive in today's world.
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San Academy Kamakoti Nagar recently held a club
activity for classes I and II based on the theme of
த ழ்ப் த்தாண் . The event was designed to
celebrate Tamil New Year and to inspire the young
learners to learn more about Tamil culture and
traditions.As part of the activity, all the children
dressed up like Tamil leaders and spoke a few lines on
the same. The event was a fun and interactive way for
the students to learn more about the rich cultural
heritage of Tamil Nadu and to develop their language
and communication skills.At San Academy Kamakoti
Nagar, we believe in the importance of providing a
well-rounded education that incorporates both
academic learning and cultural experiences. Our club
activities are designed to engage and inspire our
students, while also providing them with opportunities
to develop new skills and interests. We are committed
to nurturing the holistic growth and development of
our students, and our club activities are an important
part of this approach.



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY DRESS

CLASS I A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- ASHMEKA S.D
2. SECOND PLACE- HANEESH S

3. THIRD PLACE- MANJUSREE.D.L

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- GANISHK S
2. SECOND PLACE- PRANAYA NANDHAKUMAR
3. THIRD PLACE- AKILAN K.V

CLASS I B

TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY DRESS



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY 
DRESS

CLASS I C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AMIZHTHAN J
2. SECOND PLACE- HARSHAA K.S
3. THIRD PLACE- KRISITH V

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- VISHNURAM V
2. SECOND PLACE- PRANAV J.A

3. THIRD PLACE- ISRAEL KINGSTON G

CLASS II A

TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY DRESS



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY 
DRESS

CLASS II B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- TANUSHREE S
2. SECOND PLACE- JOSNA THAMIZHINI 
3. THIRD PLACE- AANYA KARTHICK

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- DEEKSHANA R
2. SECOND PLACE- MITHRESH S
3. THIRD PLACE- PRAJEEN A

CLASS II C

TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY 
DRESS



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM FANCY 
DRESS

CLASS II D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AAKRITHI 
2. SECOND PLACE- LERUSHAA SREE A
3. THIRD PLACE- THRAYESH ANAND 

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SAMSHITHA .M
2. SECOND PLACE- SANJANA.P
3. THIRD PLACE-MIRUTHULA.C

CLASS III A

TOPIC: AATHICHUDI-RECITATION



TOPIC: AATHICHUDI-RECITATION

CLASS III B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SHRISHAA.K
2. SECOND PLACE-ADVITHA.K
3. THIRD PLACE-PUJYASRITHA.LANKA

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- DARSHAN . S
2. SECOND PLACE- NITHISH . V 
3. THIRD PLACE-PRADEEPA .M

CLASS III C

TOPIC: AATHICHUDI-RECITATION



TOPIC: AATHICHUDI-RECITATION

CLASS III D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SANJITTH .P
2. SECOND PLACE-VARSHA.M
3. THIRD PLACE-YUVINA V

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- KEERTHANYA  LOGANATHAN
2. SECOND PLACE- PRASAD  KUMAR  ISHANTH
3. THIRD PLACE-SOORAJ . M

CLASS III E

TOPIC: AATHICHUDI-RECITATION



TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION

CLASS IV A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AKSHITA S
2. SECOND PLACE-VARSHINI M I
3. THIRD PLACE-KRITHIK SAI S

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- POORANI ARAVIND
2. SECOND PLACE- DIYA . R
3. THIRD PLACE-RAMMIREDDY  LIKITH  

REDDY

CLASS IV B

TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION



TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION

CLASS IV C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SANJAY D
2. SECOND PLACE-TANSHIKA HARINI
3. THIRD PLACE-YAZHINI S

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRAKRITI MADHAVAN 
2. SECOND PLACE- RAKSHAN.  A . G
3. THIRD PLACE-NYSHADAM KARUNA 

SREEPAAD 

CLASS IV D

TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION



TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION

CLASS IV E

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AKHIL SAKTHIRAJ
2. SECOND PLACE-ANIRUDH SRINIVAS V
3. THIRD PLACE-JAISHNA T S

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- HANISHKA SHRI V P
2. SECOND PLACE- PRAGATHI  B
3. THIRD PLACE-AADHYA SUDHAKAR

CLASS V A

TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION



TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION

CLASS V B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- YASH PRODEEP MAZUMDAR
2. SECOND PLACE-ARCHANA S
3. THIRD PLACE-ABHISHEK B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRANAV S
2. SECOND PLACE- LAKSHANYA K
3. THIRD PLACE-SUBITHA A

CLASS V C

TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION



TOPIC: THIRUKKURAL RECITATION

CLASS V D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- PRANAV J
2. SECOND PLACE-ANANYA R N
3. THIRD PLACE-SATHVIKA THIRUGNANAM

INTRA RESULTS: 

FIRST PLACE- T.PRANAV

1. SECOND PLACE- PRANAV KARTHIKEYAN 
2. THIRD PLACE- M.DHANUSH

CLASS VI A

TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE TAMIL LEADER



TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE TAMIL LEADER

CLASS VI B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- K. SADHANA SREE 
2. SECOND PLACE- S. TANSHIKA 
3. THIRD PLACE- P. AADHYA

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AADHIRA S
2. SECOND PLACE- RAGAVI K
3. THIRD PLACE- SHAYAN

CLASS VI C

TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM- SPEECH



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM STORY 
TELLING

CLASS VII A

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- HARSHA PRAKASH
2. SECOND PLACE-ARSHITH HARRY STEPHEN
3. THIRD PLACE-HANNAH RACHEL

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- NIVEDITHA SENTHIL KUMAR
2. SECOND PLACE- SANAA TAZMEEN
3. THIRD PLACE- VARSHA K

CLASS VII B

TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM STORY 
TELLING



TOPIC: CHITHIRAI KONDATTAM STORY 
TELLING

CLASS VII C

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SRI AAKARSHANA D
2. SECOND PLACE-NAGASARIKSHA N
3. THIRD PLACE-AVANTIKA B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- HASITANJINI S
2. SECOND PLACE- SHARA S
3. THIRD PLACE-KAVIN RAJ

CLASS VIII A

TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE LEADER



TOPIC: MY FAVOURITE LEADER AND GAME

CLASS VIII B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AKSHAYAAH.S
2. SECOND PLACE-VAIBAV ACHYUTA G
3. THIRD PLACE-DIVYESH S

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- AARIFA SHAJAKHAN
2. SECOND PLACE- SRIYA SREEJAY
3. THIRD PLACE-KAVIN

CLASS IX A

TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN



TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN

CLASS IX B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SUDHARSHINI
2. SECOND PLACE-R LEKHA
3. THIRD PLACE-MEENAKSHI SUNDARI

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- MITHRA S
2. SECOND PLACE- KARTHIK SIVAKUMAR
3. THIRD PLACE-VARSHINI 

CLASS IX C

TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN



TOPIC: ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN

CLASS IX D

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- HARSHITHA
2. SECOND PLACE- SAI NILESH N
3. THIRD PLACE- HASHIKA

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- JOSHITHA 
2. SECOND PLACE- MITHRA
3. THIRD PLACE-HARSHITHA

CLASS X A

TOPIC: : ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN



TOPIC: : ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN

CLASS X B

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- SATHANA THIRUGNANNAM
2. SECOND PLACE-DHARSHINI
3. THIRD PLACE-SOWMITHRA

INTRA RESULTS:

1. FIRST PLACE- GIRIJA V
2. SECOND PLACE- SAI SIDDARTH SINGH B
3. THIRD PLACE-KRISHANTH S

CLASS X C

TOPIC: : ESSAY WRITING ABOUT 
VEERAPANDIYA KATTABOMMAN



GLIMPSES OF 
INTRA 
COMPETITIONS











































































STAR OF THE MONTH



SAN ACADEMY KAMAKOTI NAGAR SCHOLARS EXCEL AT
WORLD SCHOLARS CUP REGIONAL ROUNDS

San Academy Kamakoti Nagar recently made its first foray into
the World Scholars Cup (WSC) 2023, an international academic
competition designed to challenge students across six subjects.
Sriniketh-9B, Karthik Sivakumar-9 C, and Varshitha -10A
represented the school at the regional rounds in South Asia, held
at The Pupil Saveetha Eco School in Chennai on April 1st and
2nd.Their hard work paid off, as the trio achieved exceptional
success. Karthik and Varshitha won gold medals in the Writing
Champions category, and all three students received silver medals
in the Team Bowl. Karthik also received a gold medal in the
Challenge Medal - All Division category, and all three won gold
medals in the Team Writing category. Karthik also took home the
gold medal in the Top School Scholars category.The team's
incredible achievements amounted to a total of seven gold medals
and three silver medals. Karthik won four gold medals and one
silver medal, Sriniket won one gold medal and one silver medal,
and Harshita won two gold medals and one silver medal.The
scholars of San Academy Kamakoti Nagar are thrilled to
announce that they have qualified for the Global Rounds abroad,
which is the qualifying round for the WSC Championship. We are
proud of the team's hard work and dedication to academic
excellence, and we wish them the best of luck as they continue to
represent our school at the international level.





San Academy Kamakoti Nagar, known for its commitment
to academic excellence, is proud to announce the recent
success of two of its students, Shiva Shankar A and
Karthick Sivakumar, from Class 9B. The students
participated in ARC 23, a national-level robotics
competition organized by Hindustan Institute of
Technology and Science, and secured the second prize,
which came with a cash award of Rs. 4000/-.The
competition was held on March 30th, 2023, and saw
participation from some of the brightest minds in the
country. Siva Shankar and Karthick Sivakumar's
achievement is a testament to their hard work and
dedication to their craft. Their success also reflects the
school's commitment to providing its students with the
best possible education and opportunities to excel in their
chosen fields.San Academy Kamakoti Nagar would like to
extend special appreciation to Mr. Anbarasan, the teacher
who motivated and guided the students throughout their
journey. His unwavering support and guidance played a
crucial role in their success.The school is extremely proud
of Siva Shankar and Karthick Sivakumar and wishes them
the best in their future endeavors. Their achievement is a
source of inspiration and motivation for all the students of
San Academy Kamakoti Nagar.





We are thrilled to announce the Guiness World Record
achievement of A.Gaddiel yagil of Class II C in solving Rubik's
Cube.We are proud of A.Gaddiel's accomplishment, and we are
delighted to share his achievement.



Shyam Charan. P studying in 5 'A' participated in the Kids Fest 
conducted by Jakathalaya at St. Patrick's School Adyar on 
April 30th. He participated in Memory Game and Painting 
competitions under category 2 and won the third prize for the 
same.



We are happy to announce that Varshini.M.I of class IV A, has
emerged as the winner under the school category in the Auto
Carnival'23 auto sketching contest organized by Hindustan
Institute of Technology and Science, an exclusive event by the
Department of Automobile Engineering. It is a matter of great
pride for San Academy Kamakoti Nagar to have student like
Varshini who is talented, dedicated, and consistently strive for
excellence.We congratulate Varshini on her outstanding
achievement and wish her all the best for her future endeavors.
We look forward to her continued success.



We are happy to announce that , Thukilan Bala Sethu of class II A,
has achieved an incredible feat by participating in an official world
record involving a mixed group of students performing non-stop for
an hour blindfolded in Silambam, a traditional Indian martial art
form. We are extremely proud to have such talented and committed
students like Thukilan who consistently strive for excellence.



Happy to share that, Aishwarya from 4E won the trophy in
Chengalpattu District Chess Championship in the under 15 girls
category. She secured 9th place and scored 4 out of 6. Attached the
photos of the certificate and trophy. We are proud of your
accomplishment and commend you for your discipline and
perseverance throughout your journey.






